Koskisen Kore in nutshell

Easy solutions for your van

What is Kore?

Kore is a brand of an internationally renowned Finnish wood
products specialist, Koskisen Oy, whose customers are amongst
other the construction, joinery and transportation industry. Kore
produces cargo space lining sets comprising floors, walls and
wheel arch covers for the most common delivery vans in Europe.

Easy solutions for your van

The standard Kore product is multi-piece solution for lining
your van, packed one set per package including all the needed
fixing materials. Floor and lining panels are ready to be installed
without damaging your van.
Kore Floors are made of a durable flooring material, Finnish
birch plywood coated with a hard wearing overlay with a high
quality appearance.
The floors are ready machined to fit each van. The fixing is done
via original lashing points using specially designed lashing cups
whenever possible. All necessary accessories and fixing material
are included in the kit.
Kore Floors are available in two thicknesses: 9 and 12 mm. They
are made of slip-resistant KoskiCrown in dark brown or light grey.
As an advanced option we offer plastic coated KoskiTech and
KoskiFutura DUO floors, both are available in light grey tones.
A standard Kore floor has a 1-4 piece construction depending of
the size of the van. It enables easy handling and storage of the
floor kit.
Choose Kore’s extremely durable lining material for your van
interior. Whether your choice is super strong plywood or the light
weight plastic, the panels are ready-machined and pre-drilled to
suit all common van types.
Kore linings contribute to a pleasant working environment
and increase your van’s resale value. The lining protects your
cargo-space from bumps and dents and keeps the loading space
neat and hygienic.
The lining accessories are designed to allow easy fixing of the
vertical linings. The clips, screws, washers and hinges and their
locations are specified and optimized for each van model. Use of
the original fixing points is prioritized but in some cases, screws
are just better to use.
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The Kore van solution would not be complete without the
finishing touch of the wheel arch covers.
All Kore Wheel arch covers are vacuum form HD-PE
plastic.The material is durable, adapts to low temperatures down
to -50 °C and is suitable for recycling.
Naturally, the covers protect the wheel arches from bumps
and scrapes - but they also complement the whole van interior.
Overall, the Kore wheel arch covers enhance the resale value of
your van.
The wheel arch covers are delivered and can be installed without
any additional accessories. The covers are held in place by the
plywood floor and the wall lining.

If you can’t find a suitable product or service for your needs from
our standard product range, we are happy to offer you your own
tailor made solutions instead: machining services or other
modifications according to your requirements.
Special machining can be added to standard products. For
example machining for load securing rails, integrated airline
rails, separate or extra fixing points, diverse cut-outs, special
modifications... you name it!
We have a wide range of alternatives and all you need to do is
help us to find your optimal combination.
Our aim is strict adherence to the customer’s requirements.
We listen to your specific needs and do our best to solve your
problems.

Accessories
Every van model has individually specified accessories. All
necessary clips and screws are delivered with the lining or
flooring kit making it ready for installation.
Packaging
Kore’s standard packaging solution for multipiece floors and
linings is compact and easy to handle. Each package contains the
parts of the specific set including all the accessories you need for
fixing.
For small or large production runs we can deliver the products
bulk packed on pallets without the individual wrapping.
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